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It is not entirely clear yet when and how the Cyprus banking crisis will be resolved. But what is
clear is that numerous institutional and individual Russian clients of at least two of Cyprus'
largest banks will incur serious losses because of frozen and lost assets. What lessons for the
future can be learned already?

The Cyprus banking crisis revealed just how deeply Russian business is distrusted in Europe.
Russian depositors, both legal entities and private individuals, were hit the hardest by the
European Union, which pressed the Cyprus government into accepting a tough austerity
package. Almost all European media labeled Russian money harbored in Cyprus as corrupt or
criminal. This perception that Cyprus is a haven for "dirty Russian money" was a major factor
in the EU's willingness to let at least one major Cypriot bank go bust.

Russian entities and individuals have indeed constituted a large share of all the Cyprus
depositors, but to punish all Russian depositors for Cypriot failings is patently unjust
and perhaps illegal.

Many large Russian businesses are traded on international stock exchanges, publish their
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financial reports according to international accounting standards and count respectable
international organizations among their shareholders. Cyprus is an attractive destination
for businesses and depositors because it has common law, attractive corporate tax rates,
mature legal, consulting and financial services and offers a perfectly legal means to structure
and develop businesses. Many U.S., British and European companies are also registered
in Cyprus and use its secure electronic banking for international transactions between various
branches and representative offices elsewhere. Until recently, having a Cyprus office enabled
Russian businesses to use international investor protection agreements, something in high
demand in Russia.

As for the thousands of individuals with large deposits in Cypriot banks, the vast majority
were not corrupt. There is a large, prosperous Russian community in Cyprus, and they are
allowed by Russian law to have foreign bank accounts and keep their savings there.
The Russian banking system is notoriously unreliable, and in the past 50 years Russians have
seen their money confiscated, frozen, stolen and depreciated. This taught them to deeply
distrust homegrown banks.

Russians' desire to keep their savings abroad can hardly be labeled criminal. One can
undoubtedly find criminal and corrupt proceeds in any bank of the world, including those
of Cyprus. So why are the problems of the Cypriot banks that had nothing to do with Russia
now being solved largely with confiscated Russian deposits?

The answer to this question can be found in the negative global reputation of Russian
business in general. Even though Russian business has made substantial progress in the past
20 years, its reputation remains tied to the 1990s. During the past decade, the image
of Russian business has only gotten worse, helped by the rough practices of corporate raiders.
It is not surprising, then, that Russians have a widely held reputation of being corrupt.

The Cyprus story is now almost history. The Russians will not recover their losses, but they
have learned the very tangible cost of business reputation in the modern global environment.
Thus, if Russian businesses and depositors don't want to pay for future economic crises, it
should start working on its reputation now.
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